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What makes our sales
support different?
As you’d expect, we provide a
comprehensive range of quality
products from stock, including
projectors, projection screens, LCD
and LED displays, mounts and
brackets, signal management and
other technical products to suit the
Pro AV and IT market integrators.
We will always support you in
securing a sale by offering product
or technical advice, or helping in any
other way we can. Our team will visit
your customer with you, offering
additional expert resource to your pitch. We are also one of the few distributors who will happily
support you with demonstrations to your customers.
And whilst any of our team will be happy to help you, we have specialist divisions staffed by
experts with in-depth knowledge of their particular area.
Our range of products allows you to be profitable in education, commercial or public sector
markets. We focus on brands we believe to be ‘best of breed’ in each technology sector.

Explore our specialist divisions below:
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What makes our rental
service different?
At AVM we have a small but extremely focused trade rental team, dedicated to offering the most
personal service in the industry.
Meticulous servicing and maintenance of our fleet by our trained in-house technicians ensures
that all products are fully calibrated and operational before leaving our premises.
The majority of our large arena rental projectors come with a BJ Pro single point truss grab.
Needing no spanners or allen keys, it’s a one person fit that makes positioning the projector a
breeze.
Thanks to our 24 hour no quibble swap out you can be totally confident that if you experience
any technical issues or failures, we will respond immediately with technical support and a
replacement if we can’t get you going.
Our friendly and dedicated support team is ready to offer advice and support to meet all your
needs. We work with you to make the most of your budget, and because we are so focused, we
can be adaptable and flexible when it comes to logistics. Why not try us out for your next rental
requirement?

Find out more here:
www.bit.ly/avmrental

You can rent:
 Laser projectors
 Large venue projectors
 Live event switchers  Projection screens
from the following manufacturers
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What makes our technical
support different?
Our technical team know our product
ranges inside out and are always on
hand to help you. All aspects of our
technical support come under our
AVail Service+ scheme, a package of
added value technical services.
Some of the elements of AVail
Service+ are free of charge. Some
are chargeable. But all are designed
to ease the workload of busy
integrators and help you obtain a
competitive advantage in a crowded
marketplace.
Many of these services are delivered
to your end customer but they are
always conducted in conjunction with
you and on your behalf, either directly by ourselves or through trusted partners.
Elements include training, servicing, maintenance, commissioning, on-site support, assisted
install, video wall support service and much more. We also offer a pre-sales support service with
CAD renders to help your clients visualise the project, and so help you secure the deal.
AVail Service+ is one of the ways that Audio Visual Material offers our trade customers
Distribution with a Difference.

Find out more here:
www.bit.ly/avmavail
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